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Abstract—Current deep neural architectures for processing sensor data are mainly designed for data coming from a fixed set of sensors,
with a fixed sampling rate. Changing the dimensions of the input data causes considerable accuracy loss, unnecessary computations, or
application failures. To address this problem, we introduce a dimension-adaptive pooling (DAP) layer that makes deep architectures
robust to temporal changes in sampling rate and in sensor availability. DAP operates on convolutional filter maps of variable dimensions
and produces an input of fixed dimensions suitable for feedforward and recurrent layers. Building on this architectural improvement, we
propose a dimension-adaptive training (DAT) procedure to generalize over the entire space of feasible data dimensions at the inference
time. DAT comprises the random selection of dimensions during the forward passes and optimization with accumulated gradients of
several backward passes. We then combine DAP and DAT to transform existing non-adaptive deep architectures into a
Dimension-Adaptive Neural Architecture (DANA) without altering other architectural aspects. Our solution does not need up-sampling or
imputation, thus reduces unnecessary computations at inference time. Experimental results on public datasets show that DANA prevents
losses in classification accuracy of the state-of-the-art deep architectures, under dynamic sensor availability and varying sampling rates.
Index Terms—Deep Neural Networks, Time-Series Analysis, Sensor Data Processing, Adaptive Sampling, Sensor Selection.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
H EALTH and wellness applications [1], [2], [3] exploitmotion sensors embedded in mobile and wearable
devices to infer body movements and temporal changes in
the physiological state of the wearer [4], [5], [6], [7]. For
example, static acceleration, that shows the magnitude and
direction of to the earth’s gravitational force, helps to rec-
ognize the wearer’s posture; whereas dynamic acceleration,
that shows changes in the motion velocity of the wearer,
can be mapped to the wearer’s different activities [8]. The
time series generated by these motion sensors are processed
over temporal windows and classified by deep neural
networks (DNNs) [9], [10], [11], which process sensor data
with pre-defined, fixed dimensions [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16], [17], [18], and cannot reliably handle, at inference time,
dynamic situations (e.g. when the sampling rate changes or
some sensors are dropped), which are important for energy
preservation [19], [20], privacy protection [21], [22] and fault
tolerance [23], [24]. Moreover, DNNs are often trained on
datasets collected with specific devices, but may be used in a
wider set of devices, with different combinations of sensors
and sampling rates [25].
Non-deep-learning methods can address either sensor
selection [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31] or adaptive sampling
rate [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], and usually dedicate a classifier
for each feasible setting [37], [38]. Moreover, the trade-off
between classification accuracy and power consumption
varies with changes in the sampling rate, the sensor streams
used by the classifier, the type of the current activity, and the
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physical characteristics of the wearer [39]. Power-aware sen-
sor selection may use a meta-classifier [26] or the prediction
of future activities from the current one to deselect sensors
that are not useful for future activities [27]. Alternatively, a
graph model representing the correlation among sensors with
a greedy approximation can be used for sensor selection [29].
Finally, a subset of sensors can be dynamically selected by
minimizing an objective function based on classification
accuracy and the number of sensors [31].
Defining an appropriate sampling rate that captures
discerning frequency components for different activities,
for example to minimize power consumption [19], is chal-
lenging [33] as the minimum required sampling rate varies
across users, activities, and sensor position. Khan et al. [33]
show that minimum sampling rate across activity recognition
datasets varies between 22 and 63 Hz, for a 99% Kolmogorov-
Smirnov similarity test [40]. It is therefore important to
avoid aliasing to maintain the discernibility of activities
characterized by higher frequencies [35], [36]. Yan et al. [39]
propose to use a classifier with the highest sampling rate
and then, after recognizing the current activity, switch to
a lower sampling rate with another classifier and only
monitor if the current activity changes. In order to lower
power consumption, AdaSense [32] periodically detects, by
sampling data at higher frequencies, changes in the current
activity to check whether a lower sampling rate is suitable.
To determine the best trade-off between power consumption
and classification accuracy, Cheng et al. [34] find an optimal
classification model as well as appropriate sampling rates
using a continuous state Markov decision process that is only
appropriate for training simple classifiers, such as softmax
regression, and not applicable in training DNNs.
In this paper, we introduce Dimension-Adaptive Neural
Architecture (DANA) that is robust to variable sampling
rates and sensor selection, and work on any combination of
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2sensors that were considered at training time. Specifically, we
introduce a dimension-adaptive pooling (DAP) layer that cap-
tures temporal correlations among consecutive samples and
dynamically adapts to all feasible data dimensions. To enable
DNNs that use DAP to generalize at inference time over the
set of feasible dimensions, we propose a dimension-adaptive
training (DAT) procedure, which incorporates dimension
randomization and optimization with accumulated gradients.
In each forward pass, DAT re-samples a batch of time widows
to a new rate and may also cope with removed streams from
some sensors. Then, gradients from several batches are accu-
mulated before updating the parameters. Combining DAP
and DAT, we show how to transform an existing DNN into
an adaptive architecture, while keeping the same size and
accuracy, and improving the inference time. Beside allowing
adaptive sampling rate and sensor selection in a unified
solution, DANA also enables power-limited devices to take
advantage of convolutional layers capability in reducing
the performed computations according to the dimensions
of the sampled data. Experimental results on four datasets
show that DANA can maintain classification accuracy in
dynamic situations where existing DNNs drop their accuracy
and better generalizes to unseen environments. Most neural
network architectures can be transformed with DANA,
without altering other architectural aspects of the original
model, while benefiting from the robustness and flexibility
it provides. Code and data to reproduce results are publicly
available at https://github.com/mmalekzadeh/dana.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the
background and related work. In Section 3, we elaborate
on how a DAP layer works and in Section 4 we show how
DNNs that use DAP can be efficiently trained using DAT.
Finally, in Section 5 we evaluate DANA and compare it to
non-adaptive DNNs and other baselines1.
2 RELATED WORK
The architecture of a DNN is mainly defined by the type and
number of the layers, and the way these layers are connected
to each other [41]. A commonly used DNN architecture
to classify sensor data is composed of a convolutional
neural network (CNN) followed by a feedforward neural
network (FNN) or a recurrent neural network (RNN) [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. A CNN is inherently
adaptive to input data of variable dimensions and learns
features relevant for the downstream task. Feeding such
representations to an FNN or an RNN facilitates generaliza-
tion, compared to using multi-channel raw sensor data [42].
However, FNNs work on fixed-dimension input data only,
whereas RNNs work on a variable number of samples, but on
a fixed number of data streams. The main difference between
FNNs and RNNs is that there are no feedback connections
in an FNN such that outputs of some neurons are fed back
into themselves, whereas every neuron in an RNN includes
a feedback connection.
To address these limitations, a pre-processing stage can
be added to the inference pipeline that up/down-samples
1. For notation, we use lower-case italic, e.g. x, for single-valued
variables; upper-case italic, e.g. X , for single-valued constants; standard
bold font, e.g. X, for vector, matrices, and tensors; and standard
blackboard bold, e.g. X, for unordered sets.
data to a fixed rate or imputes dummy data to compensate
for missing samples [43], but these solutions reduce classifi-
cation accuracy and can raise some security challenges [44].
Alternatively, one can perform a global maximum or average
pooling over all values of each convolutional filter map [45].
A global pooling layer maps each CNN’s output of variable
dimensions into a one dimensional vector whose length is
equal to the number of the convolutional filters, by taking the
maximum or average over each filter map. Global pooling
ignores the inherent structure of the data and we show that
it can cause accuracy loss.
To mitigate the shortcomings of global pooling, spatial
pyramid pooling (SPP) [46] can be used for visual object
recognition. SPP runs global pooling on a pyramid created
by dividing a feature map into equally sized segments. SPP
is supported by a weight-sharing mechanism for training
CNN-FNN architectures on different image resolutions,
and is used for transfer learning: the CNN part trained
on the source dataset can be used with another FNNs
on the target dataset [47]. SPP has promising results in
image processing [48], but is not applicable to CNN-RNN
architectures where recurrent layers, such as LSTMs [49],
need two-dimensional inputs that preserve the temporal
correlation among consecutive samples and across different
sensor streams. Therefore, global or pyramid layers are not
directly applicable to RNNs, which are often preferred for
time-series classification [50]. Moreover, existing pooling
layers cannot turn DNNs for multivariate sensor time series
adaptive to temporal changes in the input data dimensions,
unless the DNN’s architecture is considerably changed,
which may reduce accuracy.
A DNN that can process variable input dimensions
should also be trained to produce accurate outcomes with
any feasible input dimensions. Weight sharing [46] was
proposed to build a single DNN by averaging the weights
across multiple DNNs trained in parallel across different
settings. A similar idea is used in federated learning [51],
where the goal is to collaboratively train a shared model
across different users, and in meta-learning [52], where the
goal is to learn a large number of different tasks. Federated
Averaging (FedAvg) [51] collects updated parameters from a
batch of local models to update and distribute a global model
across users. Reptile [52] is a meta-learning algorithm that
uses as input to the DNN optimizer the average parameters
of multiple DNNs, each trained on a different data domain,
instead of the gradients of the loss function.
To turn deep architectures based on CNNs and
FNNs/RNNs adaptive to changes in input-data dimensions,
a preferable solution is to include an adaptive layer between
the CNN and the FNN/RNN. Unlike existing adaptive
pooling layers [45], [46], our proposed DAP achieves this
goal by considering temporal correlations in the data and
the availability of different sensors. Moreover, the proposed
DAT resolves the need for weight sharing via training mul-
tiple DNNs, providing a faster and more accurate training
algorithm, compared to the existing ones [46], [51], [52].
3 DIMENSION-ADAPTIVE POOLING
Our dimension-adaptive pooling (DAP) layer provides a
fixed-sized output and preserves temporal correlation among
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Fig. 1: A DAP layer enables a DNN performing classification on input data of variable dimensions. At time t, a window X
of dimensions (w,h) is produced. The number of streams, h, depends on the number of available sensors, while the number
of samples, w, per each stream depends on the current sampling rate (in HZ) and the length of time window (in seconds).
For example, a 2.5-seconds time window of 50 Hz data generated by accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer of a
smartwatch has dimensions of w = 125 and h = 9. Convolutional layers processX, then DAP is applied to the M outputs of
the last convolutional layer, X′. DAP uses an adaptive kernel of size (pw′ , ph′ ) that is calculated based on DAP’s chosen
parameters, (W,H), and the dimensions of CNN’s outputs, (w′, h′). Finally, data of fixed dimensions, X′′, is provided for
the following feedforward or recurrent layers that are estimating a probability distribution, Yˆ, over the possible outcomes.
consecutive data samples. This is important as RNNs are
more efficient in processing temporal data than FNNs [14],
[15], [16]. Moreover, DAP can handle situations when one
or more sensors may be unavailable at inference time. The
flexibility of DAP not only makes DNNs adaptive to changes
in the dimension of data, but allows us to efficiently train
the DNN such that it provides reliable performance across
several combinations of data dimensions.
Let X be a multivariate time-series of dimensions (w,h)
where w is the number of samples, which depends on the
sampling rate and the length of time window, and h is the
number of sensor streams (see Figure 1). For example, for
motion sensors with three spatial axes, h = 3 × s, where s is
the number of available sensors.
A DNN can cope with inputs of variable dimensions
by using as the input layer a convolutional layer. A two-
dimensional convolutional layer slides M fixed-sized filters
across the input data and computes dot products between
each filter’s entries and the data at the current position of
the filter, resulting in M two-dimensional filter maps. In a
stack of convolutional layers, the dimensions, (w′, h′), of the
CNN’s output, X′, depend on the dimensions of the input
data, (w,h), and on the number of convolutional filters2,
M . Typically, the CNN’s outputs are reshaped into one-
dimensional data (w′×h′×M) for FNNs or two-dimensional
data (w′, h′×M) for RNNs. However, these typical DNNs can
cope only with input data of fixed dimensions. One cannot
simply use currently existing layers to make DNNs, which
are proposed for processing sensor time-series, adaptive to
the sampling rate and sensor selection without imposing
any other architectural changes. For instance, the single-
dimensional data produced by SPP [46] is not appropriate for
RNNs where the input must be provided in two dimensions:
consecutive samples and parallel streams.
To overcome this restriction, we propose the dimension-
adaptive pooling (DAP) layer that addresses the aforemen-
tioned limitations without enforcing assumptions on the
2. Other design parameters such as the size of the filters, the chosen
padding mode, and the stride length of the filters may affect the output
dimensions.
desired DNN. DAP builds upon the global and pyramid
pooling ideas and aims to map the outputs of dimensions(w′, h′,M) into data consistent with the next FNN/RNN
layer. The size of the pooling filters in DAP is not limited to
be square, hence it generalizes existing adaptive layers [45],
[46].
Algorithms 1 show the functionality of DAP layer3. Let(W,H) be the pre-specified parameters for pooling all the
M feature maps into an output X′′ of single dimension of
size W ×H ×M (if the next layer is FNN) or two dimensions(W,H×M) (if the next layer is RNN). DAP first calculates the
pooling parameters (pw′ = ⌊w′W ⌋, ph′ = ⌊ h′H ⌋) for the received
inputs. It then chooses the maximum of every segment
of size (pw′ , ph′ ) on the input data to create a fixed-sized
output. For larger data dimensions, the pooling parameters
adaptively cover a larger segment of the data and for smaller
data dimensions they will shrink appropriately. Hence, DAP
always produces an output of fixed dimensions.
As an example, consider a CNN-RNN and s = 3,w′ = 128,
h′ = 9, W = 16, H = 3, M = 32. The maximum of every 8
consecutive samples among all 3 axes of each sensor will
be chosen for the output, thus producing as dimensions(16, 3×32). If we deselect two sensors and choose a sampling
rate half of the original, this means w′ = 64 and h′ = 3, DAP
adaptively keeps the output fixed, by choosing the maximum
of every 4 consecutive samples of every single axis of the
only available sensor.
The input of DAP has dimensions (w′, h′), which can be
variable at training and inference time; whereas the output
of DAP, X′′, is fixed and includes W ×H ×M values. The
first inner loop in Algorithm 1 (lines 9-11) handles situations
when one or more sensors are unavailable. Depending on the
value of H , we may need to replicate some of the existing
streams to satisfy fixed-sized outputs. For a DAP layer with
W = 16, H = 9 and 3 sensors, the possible situations are:
1) All the sensors are available (h′ = 9), thus A = 0 and
the algorithm skips the loop (Lines 9-11).
3. ⌊⌋ denotes floor, ⌈⌉ denotes ceiling, and ⌊⌉ denotes rounding to the
nearest integer.
4Algorithm 1 Dimension Adaptive Pooling.
1: Input: X′: filter maps received from a CNN,
(W , H): the fixed output parameters.
2: Output: X′′: input to the next layer.
3: M,w′, h′ = dimensions of(X′)
4: X′′ = {}
5: for m = 1 toM do
6: V = X′[m]
7: Z = copy of(V)
8: a = max(⌈(H − h′)/3⌉, 0)
9: for i = 1 to a do
10: Z = concatenate vertically(Z,V)
11: end for
12: Z = Z[0 ∶ w′, 0 ∶ max(h′,H)]
13: pw′ = w
′/W
14: ph′ = h
′/H
15: Q = {}
16: for i = 1 toW do
17: for j = 1 to H do
18: r1 = ⌊i × pw′ ⌉
19: r2 = ⌊(i + 1) × pw′ ⌉
20: if a=0 then
21: c1 = ⌊j × ph′ ⌉
22: c2 = ⌊(j + 1) × ph′ ⌉
23: else
24: c1 = ⌊j × ⌊(a + 1) × ph′ ⌋⌉
25: c2 = ⌊(j + 1) × ⌊(a + 1) × ph′ ⌋⌉
26: end if
27: Q = append(Q,max(Z[r1 ∶ r2, c1 ∶ c2]))
28: end for
29: end for
30: X′′ = append(X′′,Q)
31: end for
2) One sensor is unavailable (h′ = 6), thus A = 1
and the loop fills the gap by vertically concatenating
a copy of the data from available sensors to the
second dimension of the input data. Therefore Z
will have h′ = 12 streams and Line 12 truncates Z
on its second dimension to ensure that its second
dimension satisfies H = 9.
3) Two sensors are unavailable (h′ = 3), thus A = 2 and
the algorithm fills the gap by vertically concatenating
a copy of the data from the only available sensor two
times. So, we will again satisfy H = 9.
Note that Line 12 guarantees that, in case of concatenating
data to Z, the number of streams in data never exceeds
H , and it has a neutral effect when h′ = H . The next two
loops, in Lines 16-29, perform the pooling operation over the
consecutive segments of Z.
4 DIMENSION ADAPTIVE TRAINING
Although a DNN using DAP can accept input with
any dimensions, unless it is properly trained for being
adaptive to changes, its performance will be poor. A multi-
size training for DNNs may include SPP layers [46] and train
in parallel two DNNs with different dimensions but with
shared weights. This multi-size training is problematic with
Algorithm 2 Dimension Adaptive Training.
1: Input: D: training datasets, Θ: trainable parameters,
E: number of epochs, U: a subset of all feasible dimen-
sions, B: number of batches used in each optimization
round, K : size of each batch.
2: Output: Θ: optimized parameters.
3: for e = 1 to E do
4: while not feeding the DNN all data in D do
5: G = 0
6: for b = 1 to B do
7: X = generate random batch(D,K)
8: X = dimension randomization(X, R)
9: Yˆ = forward pass(Θ,X)
10: G = G +Gradients(Loss(Y, Yˆ))
11: end for
12: Θ = optimize(Θ,G)
13: end while
14: end for 
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Fig. 2: Overview of each iteration in DAT. B batches of time
windows are randomly generated from a training dataset.
All time windows in each batch are transformed into the
same randomly chosen dimensions (wb, hb). Every batch is
iteratively fed into DNN and the corresponding gradients
with respect to the current loss value are accumulated into G.
Finally, the parameters of the DNN are updated based on G.
sensor data because of the large variety of possible training
situations. For example, 10 sampling rates (e.g. 5, 10, 15, . . .,
50 in Hz) and the 7 possible combinations of 3 sensors leads
to 70 DNNs to train.
To overcome this challenge and provide a reasonable,
converging training strategy, we propose dimension adaptive
training (DAT). In DAT, we train a single DNN and therefore
there is neither a need for weight sharing nor for choosing
a specific set of data dimensions. DAT comprises of two
main ideas: dimension randomization and optimization with
accumulated gradients (Figure 2). The DAT process works by
training the DNN on input data of several randomly selected
dimensions. For efficiency, the data is processed in batches
of input data with the same dimension. The details of DAT
are shown in Algorithm 2.
Following our example from Section 3, in each iteration
we consider a segment of data including w′/W samples and
5TABLE 1: Details of the four datasets used in the validation.
For all datasets, the original sampling rate is 50 Hz.
Characteristics
Dataset Sensors Activity Classes Users Position
UCI-HAR [54]
Accelerometer
Gyroscope
{Sit, Stand, Walk, Lie
Stairs-Down, Stairs-Up} 30
Chest
Mounted
MobiAct [55]
{Sit, Stand, Walk, Jog,
Stairs-Down, Stairs-Up}
61 TrousersFront Pocket
MotionSense [56] 24 Trousers FrontRight Pocket
UTwente [57]
Accelerometer
Gyroscope
Magnetometer
{Sit, Stand, Walk,
Jog, Bike, Smoke,
Drink, Eat, Talk,
Type, Write,
Stairs-Down, Stairs-Up}
10 Right Wrist
h′/H streams. For example, if w′ = 96 then the maximum
of every 6 consecutive samples of each sensor stream (e.g.
the accelerometer’s x axis) is calculated and appended to
Q (Line 27). If we only change H to 3, instead of 9, A
will be zero, thus no concatenation happens. On the other
hand, every segment of data includes 6 × 3, 6 × 2, or 6 × 1
samples if all three, two, or only one sensor(s) are available,
respectively. Therefore, DAP adaptively changes the size of
pooling segments to ensure that the output dimensions are
fixed. Also note that, in Lines 16-29, the first loop runs on
the first dimension W and the second loop on the second
dimension H : this order preserves the temporal correlation
among consecutive samples, which is necessary for DNNs
that use recurrent layers.
Each round of optimization includes two steps. First, a
random batch, X, of K time windows of the highest available
sampling rate is generated from the dataset. For batch
number b, the available sensors are chosen randomly and
a random sampling rate is chosen with data downsampled
using bilinear interpolation. All the time windows in batch
b have the same dimensions4 (wb, hb) ∈ U. Considering an
example where the possible sampling rates range from 6 Hz
to 50 Hz, instead of considering all the 46 possible cases,
we only choose a subset U, for instance including 8 equally
distanced sampling rate {6, 12, 18, 25, 31, 37, 43, 50} (in
Hz). In the epoch e, dimension randomization() in Line 8
randomly and uniformly chooses, for instance B = 4 of this
8 sampling rates without replacement. Second, a forward
pass is performed on batch b giving a vector of predictions,
Yˆ. We calculate the average loss value (e.g. categorical cross-
entropy) of the predictions compared with the true labels,
Y, and its gradients, corresponding to the Θ, is accumulated
into G. These two stages are repeated B times, then using
the accumulated gradients, G, the parameters the DNN, Θ,
are updated at once.
As DNNs tend to forget previously learned information
upon learning from new data, updating Θ immediately after
computing losses for each batch of data cause catastrophic
forgetting [53], in which the DNN may repeatedly forget
how to perform classification on the previously trained
dimensions. The combination of dimension randomization
and gradient accumulation not only helps DAT to prevent
catastrophic forgetting but also to converge faster.
4. Note that, the key point of efficiently training DNNs on GPUs is
in eliminating loops by matrix multiplications that forces all samples in
each batch, b, to have the same dimensions in a forward pass.
5 EVALUATION
We evaluate DANA on four public datasets of human activity
recognition (UCI-HAR [54], UTwente [57], MobiAct [55],
MotionSense [56]) and on three state-of-the-art DNN archi-
tectures for sensor-based human activity recognition [12],
[13], [14]. We show how to transform these architectures into
a DANA and how DAP works with and without using DAT.
Finally, we evaluate the advantages of DANA at training and
inference time, compare two baselines, the standard training
procedure for DNNs, and other federated and meta-learning
variants.
5.1 Datasets
UCI-HAR [54] is a widely used dataset [12], [13], [14],
[15] of 30 users performing 6 activities. Accelerometer and
gyroscope data were collected by a smartphone worn on the
waist. Data from 21 users are used for training and that of
the other 9 users for testing purposes [54].
UTwente [57] includes data of 10 users performing 13 ac-
tivities. We use accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer
data collected from the device on the (right) wrist. We divide
the dataset into 80% training and 20% validation.
MobiAct [55] and MotionSense [56] include accelerometer
and gyroscope data from 61 and 24 users, respectively, with
a smartphone in the pocket of the trousers. We use the data
from the 6 activities in common among the two datasets. In
the MobiAct dataset, for each activity, we keep 2/3 of trials
for training and 1/3 of them for validation [56]. We use the
entire MotionSense dataset for test purposes and do not use
it at the training.
For all experiments, we use a time window T = 2.56
seconds (i.e. a maximum of 128 samples per window) [12],
[13], [14]. Table 1 shows the details of the datasets, including
the activity classes.
5.2 Original DNNs versus Their DANA Version
Figure 3 shows the original architectures proposed in the
related work [12], [13], [14] and our modified version
using DAP. Conv2D(n, (k1, k2), padding, activation) is a 2D
convolutional layer, n is the number of neurons, (k1, k2) is
the size of the 2D kernel used by each neuron; if padding
is same, the output and the input of the layer have the
same dimensions, otherwise if it valid then the output has
k1 − 1 and k2 − 1 values fewer than the number of inputs in
the first and second dimensions, respectively; activation
shows the nonlinear activation function applied to the
output of the layer; Dense(n, activation) shows a fully-
connected feedforward layer; LSTM(n, activation) shows
a recurrent LSTM [49] layer; MaxPool2D((p1, p2)) shows a
2D maximum pooling layer that outputs the maximum of
each p1 and p2 samples from the first and second dimen-
sions, respectively; Dropout(p) applies Dropout [59] with
probability p randomly setting the output of a neuron to 0
during each forward pass in training time; Flatten() flattens
its inputs into 1D or 2D outputs. Instead of “maximum
pooling“ layers, we only use a single DAP layer with an
appropriate pooling parameters that keeps the total number
of the trainable parameters the same as the original one, and
instead of “valid” padding we use “same” padding.
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Output(dim = 6) 
(A) Original (B) Using DAP 
 
Input൫dim =ሺ𝟏𝟐𝟖, 𝟔, 1ሻ൯ 
Conv2Dሺ196, ሺ16,6ሻ, same, reluሻ 
MaxPool2D൫ሺ4,1ሻ൯ 
𝐅𝐥𝐚𝐭𝐭𝐞𝐧𝟏𝐃ሺሻ 
Denseሺ1024, reluሻ 
DropOutሺ0.95ሻ 
Denseሺ6, softmaxሻ 
Outputሺdim = 6ሻ 
(A) Original 
Input൫dim =ሺ𝐰, 𝐡, 1ሻ൯ 
Conv2Dሺ196, ሺ16,6ሻ, same, reluሻ 
𝐃𝐀𝐏ሺ𝟑𝟐, 𝟏ሻ 
Denseሺ1024, reluሻ 
DropOutሺ0.95ሻ 
Denseሺ6, softmaxሻ 
outputሺdim = 6ሻ 
(B) Using DAP 
 
(A) Original (B) Using DAP 
Input൫dim = ሺ𝟏𝟐𝟖, 𝟔, 1ሻ൯ 
Conv2Dሺ64, ሺ9,1ሻ, 𝐯𝐚𝐥𝐢𝐝, reluሻ 
Conv2Dሺ64, ሺ5,1ሻ, 𝐯𝐚𝐥𝐢𝐝, reluሻ 
Conv2Dሺ64, ሺ5,1ሻ, 𝐯𝐚𝐥𝐢𝐝, reluሻ 
𝐅𝐥𝐚𝐭𝐭𝐞𝐧𝟐𝐃ሺሻ 
LSTMሺ128, tanhሻ 
DropOutሺ0.5ሻ 
Denseሺ6, softmaxሻ 
Outputሺdim = 6ሻ 
Conv2Dሺ64, ሺ5,1ሻ, 𝐯𝐚𝐥𝐢𝐝, reluሻ 
LSTMሺ128, tanhሻ 
DropOutሺ0.5ሻ 
Input൫dim =ሺ𝐰, 𝐡, 1ሻ൯ 
Conv2Dሺ64, ሺ9,1ሻ, 𝐬𝐚𝐦𝐞, reluሻ 
Conv2Dሺ64, ሺ5,1ሻ, 𝐬𝐚𝐦𝐞, reluሻ 
Conv2Dሺ64, ሺ5,1ሻ, 𝐬𝐚𝐦𝐞, reluሻ 
𝐃𝐀𝐏ሺ𝐖,𝟔ሻ 
LSTMሺ128, tanhሻ 
DropOutሺ0.5ሻ 
Denseሺ6, softmaxሻ 
Outputሺdim = 6ሻ 
Conv2Dሺ64, ሺ5,1ሻ, 𝐬𝐚𝐦𝐞, reluሻ 
LSTMሺ128, tanhሻ 
DropOutሺ0.5ሻ 
Fig. 3: The original (left) DNNs proposed by [12] (top), [13]
(middle), and [14] (bottom) versus their DANA version
(right). The differences between each pair of DNNs are
shown in blue bold font. We use the TensorFlow [58] naming
conventions.
To ensure the comparison is fair among all DNNs, we
use the same number of epochs (1,000), early stopping
patience (100 epochs), and batch size (128). We also use
the same optimizer as reported in the corresponding works:
for the models with FNN, Adam [60], and for the models
with RNN, RMSProp [61]. We run each model 10 times and
report the mean and standard deviation for classification
accuracy.
Table 2 compares the classification accuracy for each DNN
architecture with that architecture using DAP instead of their
standard maximum pooling. We set (W,H) such that having
TABLE 2: Classification accuracy of three benchmark DNNs
on UCI-HAR, the original non-adaptive model, versus the
corresponding adaptive model with a DAP layer.
Architecture Accuracy (%)
(Model Size) DNN [(W,H)] Setting Mean±STD Maximum
CNN-FNN
(5,114,014)
[12] validate 93.85±.49 94.51test 91.92±.97 93.14
with DAP(4,6) validate 93.73±.84 95.39test 91.88±1.1 93.04
CNN-FNN
(6,448,714)
[13] validate 93.80±.59 94.78test 92.75±.73 94.02
with DAP(32,1) validate 93.89±.41 94.57test 92.57±.60 93.65
CNN-RNN
(457,030)
[14] validate 94.13±.53 95.25test 91.66±1.3 93.45
with DAP(4,6) validate 94.69±.31 95.32test 94.07±.39 94.77
with DAP(8,6) validate 94.82±.34 95.32test 93.47±.81 94.33
with DAP(16,6) validate 94.69±.48 95.18test 93.19±.59 94.02
with DAP(32,6) validate 94.74±.33 95.32test 93.23±.92 94.70
TABLE 3: Classification accuracy (%) of three benchmark
DNNs on UTwente, the original non-adaptive model versus
the corresponding adaptive model using a DAP layer.
Accuracy
DNN Size Ref. Mean±STD Maximum
CNN-FNN 7,425,021 [12] 59.20±9.6 76.9912,878,417 [13] 78.85±6.2 88.01
CNN-RNN 556,237
[14] 93.68±.36 94.55
with DAP(8,9) 94.35±.37 95.16
with DAP(16,9) 94.64±.40 95.40
the same model size as the original DNN; but it is possible to
choose any other values getting a larger or smaller size DNN.
Here, two settings are considered for evaluations: (i) validate
where the whole training dataset is used for training, and
test dataset is used for validation. Thus, each DNN is trained
on the training dataset and the validation dataset is used to
check the accuracy of the model after each epoch. This is
the setting that is used by other works re-implemented [12],
[13]. (ii) test where 10% of the training dataset is randomly
chosen as the validation set and the rest of 90% is used as
the training set. Here, the test dataset is used to evaluate the
best trained DNN on the validation set.
Table 2 shows that for all three architectures the classi-
fication accuracy of the adaptive version is either slightly
improved or almost the same as the original DNN, in both
validate and test setting. This suggests that the DAP layer does
not lead to a loss in accuracy while providing the desirable
adaptivity. The RNN model has 10 times fewer parameters
than the FNN but has a better classification accuracy. The
CNN-RNN with DAP significantly improves accuracy in
the test setting, thus suggesting that DAP helps the model
to better generalize to the test data. As the validate setting
is what is considered in other works [12], [13], where they
report the best accuracy that corresponding DNN can achieve
on the dataset, for the rest of the experiment we use the
validate setting for fair comparisons. Note that as we do not
tune any hyper-parameters and do not change the size of
trainable parameters in all DNNs, similar relative results
are achieved in the test setting. However, unlike in validate
setting, the test setting could be biased by the chosen 10%
7Fig. 4: Classification accuracy of CNN-RNN [14] on UCI-
HAR for different sampling rates.
validation set and the random seed.
Our modifications do not change the trainable parameter
of the DNN, whereas using other global or pyramid pooling
layers would require a change in the number of original DNN
parameters if we want to make them adaptive to the input
size. To measure the effect of using the classic global average
pooling, we run a similar experiment on CNN-RNN [14]
with UCI-HAR. The model size is reduced from 457K to
293K and also the classification accuracy (%) reduced from
94.13 ± .53 to 78.6 ± .81.
We evaluate, without fine-tuning, existing DNNs on
UTwente, which is a different dataset from those datasets
used in the corresponding papers. Table 3 shows that the
CNN-RNN architecture has better generalization than the
other two CNN-FNN architectures. The model using DAP
maintains a comparable accuracy, even slightly better. RNNs
are also flexible on their first dimension, which is the number
of samples per stream. Thus, unlike FNNs, we can use
DAP layers having different pooling parameters for the first
dimension while keeping the rest of the architecture the same.
Changing the pooling parameters leads to slightly different
accuracies, which can be used as part of a fine-tuning pipeline
for DNN models but would not be possible with FNNs.
5.3 Changes in Sampling Rate and Sensor Availability
Figure 4 compares the original and DANA version of the
DNN proposed by [14], as CNN-RNN performs better. First,
using the original DNN, the model can only be trained and
validated on data of fixed dimensions. To see how the original
model performs if we change the sampling rate, we keep the
weights and parameters of the original model and use them
on a version using DAP (lines with a cyan cross and red
plus). Second, we have a DNN version that only uses DAP
during the training but only trained on a fixed sampling rate
(lines with yellow and blue triangles). Finally, we have the
DANA version (the line with green square) which not only
uses DAP, but it also uses DAT with B = 4 and U={6, 12, 18,
25, 31, 37, 43, 50 } (in Hz).
Although DANA slightly reduce the accuracy on the
specific sampling rates the other two were trained on,
it outperforms the other two across the whole range of
TABLE 4: Accuracy (%) of CNN-RNN architecture proposed
in [14] trained on the MobiAct training dataset and validated
on the MobiAct and MotionSense test datasets.
DNN MobiAct MotionSenseNormalized Pseudo-
Normalized
Original 98.64 69.87 44.16
Only DAP 98.91 74.65 49.65
DANA 98.18 74.60 47.97
sampling rates, where the accuracy of other DNNs drops
quickly when moving away from their pre-defined setting.
Because the best accuracy of DANA occurs at 34 Hz, for this
reason, we trained other DNNs on this specific sampling
rate, which turns out is better for other DNNs as well, thus
suggesting that DAT is consistent in its performance while
being adaptive.
Figure 5 shows the replication of previous results with a
different sensor-selection scenario. DANA trained to account
for the possibility of deselecting (or missing) sensors, and
the other lines are as in Figure 4 where the training does not
account for this. During training with DAT, the probability of
deselecting each sensor is 25%. Therefore, 50% of the times,
DANA is trained on both sensors, and 50% of the time with
one of accelerometer or gyroscope. The values of B and
U are the same as Figure 4. Figure 5 (left) shows that the
adaptivity to the sensor number is not associated to a large
penalty when all sensors are present. Figure 5 (middle) shows
that when the gyroscope is deselected, DANA maintains its
accuracy around 85% while the accuracy of other DNNs
falls rapidly to around 60%. Similarly, Figure 5 (right) shows
that when the accelerometer is deselected the accuracy for
DANA remains around 85% while other techniques fall to
50% or less. It is interesting that while for other DNNs
deselecting accelerometer data causes more accuracy loss
than deselecting gyroscope, the type of the deselected sensor
has a reduced effect on DANA.
In Figure 6 we make the model adaptive to both sampling
rate and sensor availability using DAP and DAT on UTwente,
and we achieve a similar accuracy to the original model. Note
that, while original DNNs are not reliable when the data
dimensions change, DANA provides at least 55% accuracy
across 7×45=315 feasible data dimensions.
Figure 7 compares the accuracy for different versions of a
CNN-FNN proposed by [12]. The accuracy of DANA, trained
on both variable sampling rates and variable sensors, remains
high for a variety of sampling rates. When one of two sensors
is deselected, the accuracy loss is much smaller than the one
obtained when training only on variable sampling rates,
with fixed sensors. The accuracy loss for this generalization
is small when compared with the single points that show
the situations where the DNN is only trained on a fixed
sampling rate with all sensors present without and with
DAP, respectively.
5.4 DANA Across Datasets
We train, on MobiAct, three versions of the CNN-RNN
proposed in [14] and test them on MotionSense. We follow
8Fig. 5: Classification accuracy of CNN-RNN [14] on UCI-HAR with variable sensors.
Fig. 6: Classification accuracy on UTwente with the DANA
version of the CNN+RNN proposed by [14]. The two points
shown by ◇ at 16 Hz and 50 Hz shows the accuracy of the
original DNN when trained on these fixed sampling rates.
a normalized and a pseudo-normalized scenario. First, we
normalize the MotionSense data to mean zero, unit standard
deviation; and then we use the MobiAct statistics to normal-
ize the MotionSense data (pseudo-normalized). The latter is
standard practice as, when streaming data, the mean and
standard deviation are not known in advance.
Table 4 shows that in this scenario DANA generalizes
better, in terms of accuracy, by about 5 percentage points.
All three models have the same number of parameters and
were trained under the same training scenario. Although
the DANA version has a slightly smaller accuracy than the
one using only DAP, it is the only reliable model when the
dimensions of the input data change (see Figure 8). This
result confirms that for the used datasets, DANA trains
DNNs that are more accurate in unseen environments5.
5.5 Comparison with Baselines
An alternative approach to DANA is to take the original
model and every time data dimensions are changed we fix
the problem by re-sampling data to the original sampling
5. MobiAct was collected with a Samsung Galaxy S3 in the right or
left pocket of the trousers. MotionSense was collected with an iPhone 6s
in the front, right pocket of their trousers.
Fig. 7: Classification accuracy on UCI-HAR using a CNN-
FNN [12]. The data points + and ◇ at 50 Hz refer to Table 2
accuracies.
rate, and inputting dummy data (e.g. zeros or the average
value of the training data). We also consider a setting where
an augmented training dataset is used by making a copy of the
data for every possible combination of sensors availability.
For example, with 3 sensors, we build 6 other samples for
each sample time-window in the training dataset. Hence, the
training time for the augmented case is 7 times the training
time for the original and DANA.
Figure 10 and 11 compares DANA with baselines. We see
that DANA can train a single model that outperforms the
original model across all 56 settings, and also outperforms the
augmented case for lower sampling rates (while remaining
competitive for larger sampling rates). Note that the aug-
mented baseline needs longer training time and also does not
reduce the computations with sampling rate changes or when
some sensors are unavailable or deselected. These results
somehow show that DANA can capture the correlation, or
information redundancy, among different sensor streams.
For example, when the original models miss a sensor or
two, their accuracy considerably falls, perhaps because they
are not able to substitute the missed information using the
available ones. But DANA keeps the accuracy at the same
level of the augmented one, while it does not need to endure
the augmented difficulties at the training and inference time.
Figure 9 shows the impact of the value of the hyper-
9Fig. 8: Classification accuracy of a CNN+RNN [14] trained on
MobiAct [55] and tested on MotionSense [56]. The single data
point shown by + at 50 Hz refers to the accuracy achieved
with the original DNN in Table 4.
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9: Effect of the size of resampling batches B on UCI-HAR
with CNN-RNN [14]. Each point is the average and each
segment shows the standard deviation for 5 runs.
parameter B on the accuracy, using FNN and RNN. The
classification accuracy is comparable for RNN for B ≥ 4
(whereas FNN cannot be trained with these values).
5.6 Comparison with other Training Approaches
Table 5 shows that DAT either outperforms or achieves
comparable accuracy to other methods in several settings,
and is always faster in training. The training approaches we
compare with are Standard, the typical training procedure
that includes a forward pass on a batch of data to calculate
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Accelerometer Gyroscope 
               
Accelerometer & Gyroscope 
Fig. 10: Comparing baselines with DANA on UCI-HAR with
CNN-RNN [14].
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Accelerometer, gyroscope, & magnetometer 
Accelerometer Gyroscope 
Magnetometer Accelerometer & Gyroscope 
Accelerometer & Magnetometer Gyroscope & Magnetometer 
Fig. 11: Comparison of baselines and DANA with CNN-RNN
on UTwente [14].
loss value, following with a backward pass to update model
parameters based on the gradients; FedAvg [51], the most
common approach in federated learning, when each of the
B copies of the model is trained on a dedicated batch of data
using the Standard approach, and then the average parameter
10
TABLE 5: Comparison of different training methods for turning a DNN adaptive to changes in the input data dimensions.
Dataset UCI-HAR [54] UTwente [57]
DNN Model CNN+FNN [12] CNN+RNN [14] CNN+RNN [14]
Optimizer Adam RMSProp Adam Adam
Method Accuracy (%) Time (s) Accuracy (%) Time (s) Accuracy (%) Time (s) Accuracy (%) Time (s)
Standard 69.94±6.08 4.24±.29 86.21±.11 6.03±.17 86.98±.21 5.55±.15 87.02±.51 14.24±.44
FedAvg 85.90±.25 5.63±.13 86.61±.19 6.54±.10 87.02±.21 6.07±.14 88.14±.99 15.03±.45
Reptile 85.73±.25 5.50±.11 15.91±2.25 6.23±.10 86.87±.26 5.96±.19 87.87±.74 15.01±.43
DAT (Ours) 85.74±.20 3.68±.08 87.12±.13 5.58±.15 87.50±.11 5.43±.15 88.91±.59 13.30±.57
values of updated B copies will be used to update the central
model; and Reptile [52], which performs the same procedure
as FedAvg, except the last step when the average parameters
of B copies, each trained on a different batch of data, is fed to
the chosen gradient descent optimizer, instead of the typical
gradients of the loss function, to update the central model.
The value of B is fixed to 5 for all experiments in the Table 5.
The time shows the average training time per each iteration
over the whole training dataset (i.e. one epoch). Note that,
DAT is not sensitive to the chosen optimizer, or dataset, or
DNN architecture.
6 CONCLUSION
We presented DANA, a solution to make deep neural
networks adaptive to temporal changes in the dimensions of
the input data to cope with adaptive sampling and sensor
selection. DANA provides a single trained model that retains
high classification accuracy across a range of settings, thus
avoiding the need for a separate classifier for each setting
at inference time. DANA imposes no limitations on the
type of DNN and is flexible in shaping the DNNs without
adding or removing trainable parameters. We showed that
our proposed approach outperforms the state of the art
over a range of sampling rates and retains accuracy when
some sensors are unavailable at inference time. For instance,
on a dataset of 3 sensors and 13 activities, DANA keeps
classification accuracy similar to the original DNN in a range
of 6Hz to 50Hz and its accuracy only falls from 95% to around
90% and 85% in case of missing one or two of the three
sensors, respectively, while the original DNN cannot handle
these changes, or achieve at most 75% and 55% accuracy
with resampling and imputation prepossessing.
As future work, we will evaluate DANA on other types
of temporal data, such as audio streams, and deploy it on
mobile devices.
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